When attention is directed to a region of space, visual resolution at that location flexibly adapts, becoming sharper to resolve fine-scale details or coarser to reflect large-scale texture and surface properties [1] . By what mechanism does attention improve spatial resolution? An improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the attended location contributes [2] , because of retinotopically specific signal gain [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Additionally, attention could sharpen position tuning at the neural population level, so that adjacent objects activate more distinct regions of the visual cortex. A dual mechanism involving both signal gain and sharpened position tuning would be highly efficient at improving visual resolution, but there is no direct evidence that attention can narrow the position tuning of population responses. Here, we compared the spatial spread of the fMRI BOLD response for attended versus ignored stimuli. The activity produced by adjacent stimuli overlapped less when subjects were attending at their locations versus attending elsewhere, despite a stronger peak response with attention. Our results show that even as early as primary visual cortex (V1), spatially directed attention narrows the tuning of population-coded position representations.
When attention is directed to a region of space, visual resolution at that location flexibly adapts, becoming sharper to resolve fine-scale details or coarser to reflect large-scale texture and surface properties [1] . By what mechanism does attention improve spatial resolution? An improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the attended location contributes [2] , because of retinotopically specific signal gain [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Additionally, attention could sharpen position tuning at the neural population level, so that adjacent objects activate more distinct regions of the visual cortex. A dual mechanism involving both signal gain and sharpened position tuning would be highly efficient at improving visual resolution, but there is no direct evidence that attention can narrow the position tuning of population responses. Here, we compared the spatial spread of the fMRI BOLD response for attended versus ignored stimuli. The activity produced by adjacent stimuli overlapped less when subjects were attending at their locations versus attending elsewhere, despite a stronger peak response with attention. Our results show that even as early as primary visual cortex (V1), spatially directed attention narrows the tuning of population-coded position representations.
Results
To test whether spatially directed attention narrows population position tuning, we parametrically varied the position of a stimulus in an fMRI experiment and measured the degree of overlap in the neural activity patterns produced by adjacent stimuli. The stimuli were four flickering (7.5 Hz) Gabor patches, one in each visual quadrant. In five conditions, the Gabors were positioned at five different eccentricities ranging from 8.43 to 9.65 degrees from fixation ( Figure 1A ). These five conditions, and a sixth fixation baseline condition, were presented in randomly ordered 10 s blocks during each 6 min scanning run. In separate runs, subjects were instructed to attend to the Gabors to determine their eccentricity (''attended'' trials) or to ignore the Gabors and attend to fixation for a counting task (''unattended'' trials; Figure 1B ). During attended trials, subjects reported the Gabors' eccentricity in a five alternative forced choice (5AFC) task ( Figure 1C ) while maintaining attention at the Gabors' positions to detect two small patterns presented randomly during each block. Subjects reported whether the two patterns were the same or different at the end of each block (group performance was 86.6% correct 6 3% SD). During unattended trials, subjects counted the occurrences of two different textures that appeared around the fixation point and reported which appeared most often during the block (group performance was 76.4% correct 6 4% SD). Besides the task instructions, the stimuli were identical for attended and unattended trials.
Psychophysical studies indicate that spatially directed attention can improve visual resolution to facilitate the performance of fine-scaled tasks [1] . To complement these behavioral results, we tested for improved spatial coding in early visual areas with attention, by using a cross-correlational pattern analysis [11, 12] . For each subject, we generated five maps of BOLD response by contrasting the five stimulus positions with the baseline. Within independently localized ROIs for areas V1-V4, we cross-correlated the five BOLD maps, thus obtaining a correlation for each possible pairing of maps. We then plotted these correlations as a function of the physical separation between the stimuli that yielded each pair of BOLD maps, producing a position discrimination plot ( Figure 2 ; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures available online for details). A negative slope on the position discrimination plot indicates that stimuli produce more distinct loci of activation in the ROI as they move further apart in the visual field. Figure 2 shows data from all subjects, plotted separately for attended and unattended runs. In every visual area, attention significantly improved the precision of spatial coding, yielding a steeper slope on the position discrimination plot (Z = 6.07 for V1, Z = 5.54 for V2, Z = 5.36 for V3, and Z = 6.92 for V4; all p < 0.001). Thus, consistent with psychophysical results [1, [13] [14] [15] , attention improved the precision of retinotopic encoding in the cortex by representing fine position differences with more substantial changes in the pattern of BOLD response.
The improved precision of position coding with attention could result from signal gain alone, which improves the SNR in the BOLD response, or from a combination of signal gain and narrowed population position tuning, which would produce more spatially distinct activity regions for adjacent stimuli. To resolve this, we examined correlations at the largest (1.22 ) separation on the position discrimination plots. Although the SNR improvement afforded by a BOLD gain would increase the measured correlations, position tuning narrowing would work conversely, decreasing the correlations by reducing the overlap in the regions of BOLD response stimuli produced. This expected pattern holds across the different types of gain that have been distinguished in the attention literature (see Figure S1) ; here, ''signal gain'' refers to a multiplicative vertical scaling of the BOLD response profile. A decrease in the measured correlations with attention could only be due to the influence of narrowed position tuning, and such a decrease would be most prominent at the largest stimulus separation, where the corresponding regions of activity are already most distinct. Figure 3A compares the correlations, at 1.22 separation, for the attended and unattended trials in areas V1 and V2. In every subject, attending to the Gabor patches significantly reduced the correlation between their resulting patterns of activity (paired t tests; t (6) = 5.04, p < 0.001 for V1; t (6) = 5.69, p < 0.001 for V2). Because signal gain cannot be responsible for these reduced correlations, these data show that attention *Correspondence: jtfischer@ucdavis.edu reduced the spatial spread of the BOLD response around the attended stimuli.
We made the same comparison for the stimuli at the two most foveal positions, separated by only 0.304 deg. If attention increased the peak amplitude of the BOLD response in addition to narrowing its spatial spread, we would expect increased correlations with attention for very closely spaced stimuli due to an increase in the signal, relative to noise (in the extreme case of stimuli presented in the same position, the correlation between the two patterns of response would track SNR independently of position tuning narrowing). In fact, at this smallest stimulus separation, the correlations for all subjects increased significantly with attention ( Figure 3B ; paired t tests; t (6) = 3.57, p = 0.012 for V1; t (6) = 4.32, p = 0.005 for V2). We independently verified that attention increased the peak BOLD response by comparing the maximum responses in V1 and V2 in the attended and unattended conditions (paired t tests; t (6) = 3.23, p = 0.018 for V1; t (6) = 3.90, p = 0.008 for V2). This confirms that correlations can simultaneously reveal both signal gain and position tuning narrowing in the BOLD response. In separate trials, subjects either attended to the fixation point to perform a counting task or attended to the surrounding Gabors to judge their eccentricity and perform a texture matching task (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details). The same stimuli were presented on both types of trials-the only difference between the two was the locus of attention. Keeping the loci of attention in attended and unattended trials distinct, along with preventing subjects from achieving ceiling performance on the eccentricity judgment task, motivated the peripheral presentation of the Gabor stimuli.
(C) On attended trials, subjects made a 5AFC discrimination on the eccentricity of the Gabors. Sensitivity (d') is plotted against the spatial separation between Gabor centroids (individual subject data is plotted in gray; averaged group data is plotted in red). The positive slope indicates that while subjects often mistook the presented eccentricity for an adjacent one, they rarely mistook it for an eccentricity that was three or four increments away. Thus, our stimuli sampled in the dynamic range of subjects' psychophysical discrimination. Each plot shows the relationship between the retinal proximity of a pair of stimulus conditions (x axis) and the correlation between their resulting patterns of BOLD response (y axis). A negative linear trend in the correlations reflects the fact that stimuli presented in close proximity to each other produced highly overlapping regions of BOLD response within the ROI being tested, whereas stimuli presented at more distant locations produced more distinct patterns of activation. We analyzed the unthresholded BOLD response within each ROI in order to include position information carried by nonsignificant and negative voxels [12, 29] . We averaged each subject's correlations across runs to produce ten Fisher z scores per subject and plotted all subjects' points together to produce group position discrimination plots for areas V1 through V4. Attended trials are shown in red, and unattended trials are shown in blue. We fit separate linear regressions to the attended and unattended data to quantify the precision of position coding; each regression included a random effects variable to account for plotting multiple subjects together (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The linear fit for the attended data was significantly steeper than that for the unattended data in each visual area (the least significant difference was for area V3, Z = 5.36, p < 0.001), indicating that attention improved the precision of retinotopic encoding in each of V1 through V4.
The decrease in correlation at the largest stimulus separation found in V1 and V2 was not found in V3 or V4. However, the regression lines for the attended and unattended data intersect well above the horizontal axis in the plots for both areas (at [1.27, 0.70] for V3 and [1.40, 0.59] for V4), suggesting that measuring at larger stimulus separations would probably reveal the same decrease in correlation with attention as in V1 and V2. Coarser retinotopy in V3 and V4 compared with V1 and V2, and a stronger gain effect of attention at later stages in the cortical hierarchy [16, 17] , probably underlies the need to sample at larger stimulus separations in V3 and V4.
To better understand how attention-related tuning and gain are reflected in the position discrimination plots, we simulated the correlation analysis with a modeled BOLD response profile ( Figure 4A ). Figure 4B shows a green baseline curve reflecting correlation as a function of separation between patterns of BOLD, along with curves simulating a 10% signal gain (red) and a 10% narrowing of population position tuning (blue). Both the red and blue curves are steeper than the baseline curve, indicating more precise position coding; importantly, signal gain only increased correlations, whereas narrowed position tuning only decreased correlations. This pattern A B Figure 3 . Attention Reduced the Overlap between Adjacent Patterns of Activity while Increasing the Peak BOLD Response (A) To evaluate whether attention narrowed position tuning in the BOLD response, we examined the correlation between the patterns of activity produced by the most foveal and most eccentric stimuli. Each subject's z scores for the 1.22 degree stimulus separation are shown separately for attended and unattended conditions (each color is one subject). In both V1 and V2, the correlations were significantly lower for the attended stimuli, indicating a reduction in the spatial spread of the BOLD response with attention (paired t test; t (6) = 5.04, p < 0.001 for V1; t (6) = 5.69, p < 0.001 for V2). (B) To test for an increased peak BOLD response with attention, we examined the correlations at the smallest stimulus separation (.304 ). As in (A), subjects' z scores are plotted separately for attended and unattended conditions in V1 and V2. For every subject, the correlation increased with attention in both V1 and V2, indicating a robust signal gain with attention. These increases were significant in both areas (paired t tests; t (6) = 3.57, p = 0.012 for V1; t (6) = 4.32, p = 0.005 for V2).
reflects the fact that signal gain improves position coding by increasing SNR, whereas narrowed position tuning improves position coding by making the BOLD response patterns more distinct. The purple curve in Figure 4C , the result of simultaneous gain and tuning narrowing, matches the characteristic crossover pattern in the position discrimination plots for areas V1 and V2, thereby revealing evidence for both attentional mechanisms at work.
Could signal gain alone ever decrease the correlation between two BOLD response profiles? In an additional simulation, we fixed the separation between two modeled BOLD response curves and measured the correlation between the curves over a range of signal gain levels. Vertically scaling the BOLD response by a positive factor (response gain or activity gain) always increased the correlation between the two curves (solid red curve in Figure 4D ), whereas rigidly shifting the curves upward (additive gain) had no effect on the correlations (dashed red line in Figure 4D ). There was no instance in which signal gain of any type reduced the correlation between the patterns of modeled BOLD response (see Figure S2 for a proof that both response and activity gain always increase a preexisting positive correlation between two response patterns). In a complementary simulation, we adjusted the BOLD response curve widths over a broad range; narrowing the curves always reduced the correlation between the two profiles (blue curve in Figure 4D ).
One concern is that subjects may have attended to a stimulus feature of the Gabors (e.g., orientation) rather than to their locations. To ensure the position tuning narrowing we measured was due to spatially directed attention, in a control experiment we presented broadband noise patches rather than Gabors ( Figure S3A) . The results for two subjects ( Figure S3C) were consistent with the main experiment, revealing significant position tuning narrowing with attention (a decrease in the correlations at the largest separation in attended versus unattended trials; t = 2.92, p = 0.02 in V1, t = 3.27, p = 0.01 in V2). Because these noise stimuli contained no dominant spatial frequency or orientation to which subjects could attend ( Figure S3B ), we are confident that the position tuning narrowing observed is due to spatially directed attention.
To complement the main analysis, we directly examined the BOLD response along slices through the peak activations in V1 in each subject ( Figure S4 ). We fit a difference of Gaussian curve to each measured BOLD response profile and compared the width parameters of the positive lobes for attended and unattended conditions to test for narrowing of the BOLD response with attention. A three-way (position 3 attention 3 subject) ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of attention on curve width (F = 10.24, p = 0.002); attended curves were significantly narrower than unattended curves. We also found that attention significantly increased the curve amplitude parameters (F = 12.57, p < 0.001), consistent with the simultaneous signal gain and decreased spread of the BOLD response found with the correlational approach.
This analysis verified that attention acted over the entire BOLD response profile, rather than just a restricted portion. If attentional effects were localized to a subregion of the stimulus, one or both of its edges along the slices should be free of attentional modulation. We tested for an attentional effect at the negative ''dips'' at the edges of the BOLD response profiles and found that attention significantly reduced the responses at both edges (F = 8.28, p = 0.006 at the foveal edge; F = 11.13, p = 0.001 at the eccentric edge). Thus, there was significant attentional modulation over the entire extent of the BOLD stimulus representation. This also shows that the narrowed position tuning is not simply due to a positive signal gain that drops off as a function of distance from the center of the spotlight.
We also tested for a difference in the curve phase parameters between the attended and unattended conditions. Attention had no effect on the peak positions of the BOLD response profiles (F = 0.19, p = 0.67), and there was no significant attention 3 stimulus position interaction, which might have indicated shifts in different directions for different stimulus positions (F = 0.003, p z1.0). Attention narrowed the BOLD response spread without significantly shifting its distribution. This slice-based approach allowed us to directly visualize the BOLD response's shape along a single dimension, thereby complementing and supporting the more powerful multivariate analysis that took into account the changes in the BOLD response pattern in all dimensions simultaneously. . We plotted data from all subjects together and normalized them by peak amplitude to generate a prototypical BOLD response profile for use in modeling. These data were fit with a difference-of-Gaussians function (black curve), and 200 points were sampled evenly along this curve for use in subsequent simulations. (B) Using the resulting BOLD response curve, we produced a simulated position discrimination plot (like those in Figure 2 ), sampling on a continuous range of stimulus separations (green curve). To produce this plot, in a Monte Carlo simulation, we added realistic noise (SNR = 15.33; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures) to two copies of the prototype BOLD response curve and varied the offset between them, computing the correlation at each separation. To model the effects of gain and narrowing on the position discrimination plot, we repeated the same Montecarlo simulation after adding a 10% amplitude gain (red curve) and, separately, a 10% width narrowing (blue curve) to the BOLD response profiles. The application of signal gain increased the correlation between the simulated BOLD response patterns at every separation along the abscissa, whereas narrowing the BOLD response profiles decreased the correlation at every separation; both gain and tuning narrowing made the slope of the curve steeper. (C) Simultaneously applying both gain and narrowing to the simulated BOLD response profiles produced the purple curve. This curve crosses the baseline (green) curve in the same fashion that the attended and unattended regression lines cross in the position discrimination data presented in Figure 2 .
(D) To model the effects across a broad range of signal gain strengths and levels of position tuning narrowing, we performed a similar Monte Carlo simulation as above, this time holding the separation between the two simulated BOLD response curves constant and instead varying the gain level (left plot in red) or the curve width (right plot in blue) over a wide range of values. We separately tested the effects of response gain, activity gain, and additive gain (see Figure S1 ): response gain and activity gain yielded the same monotonically increasing curve (solid red), whereas additive gain left the correlations unchanged at all levels (dashed red). Narrowing the curve widths always decreased their correlation (blue curve).
Discussion
Our results show that spatially directed attention improves retinotopic coding precision in V1 through V4 by boosting signal amplitude and by narrowing position tuning at the neural population level. This is consistent with an emerging pattern of results in the feature tuning domain: attention narrows the tuning of population responses [18, 19] , even when tuning for the same features shows little or no change at the single-unit level [6, 20] . This makes sense because psychophysical resolution ultimately relies on population coding [21, 22] .
What mechanism underlies the narrowing effect that spatial attention has on population position tuning? Is it at the singleunit level? Several studies show that a V4 neuron's response when two stimuli were positioned inside its receptive field selectively reflected the attended stimulus, suggestive of shrinking receptive fields with attention [23] [24] [25] . However, this has only been established in extrastriate areas, where narrowed position tuning could result from a spatially specific gain in V1, even if position tuning remained unchanged there [26] . Whether attention can narrow the position tuning of single cells in V1 remains unresolved, but narrowed single-unit position tuning could shrink the spread of the population response.
Still, spatial attention need not narrow position tuning at the single-unit level to yield narrowed population position tuningin a coarse coding framework, the most precise population codes are achieved by larger, highly overlapping receptive fields [27] . As such, increasing the number of active units at the attended location while decreasing them in the surrounding region would decrease the spread of the BOLD response we measured as well as provide a higher-resolution population code at the attended location by increasing RF overlap there. Such an attentional mechanism, which has heterogeneous effects across the extent of the attentional ''spotlight,'' could narrow population position tuning without changing the position tuning of single units.
From a perception standpoint, an attentional mechanism that modulates visual resolution by controlling both signal gain and population position tuning is far more efficient than one using signal gain alone. For many attentionally demanding tasks, performance benefits from the greatest resolution the visual system can achieve; some tasks, such as texture perception [14] , are better performed at lower resolutions. The attentional system's challenge, then, is not simply to achieve the maximum possible resolution but the broadest possible dynamic range of resolutions. The ability to adjust population position tuning affords the attentional system dynamic control of visual resolution over a broad and continuous range, even if signal gain is held constant or manipulated independently to subserve additional functions such as coordinate frame transformations [28] . Thus, a dual gain and tuning mechanism effectively maximizes the flexibility and dynamic range of visual resolution.
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